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1. Read this manual carefully. If in doubt, consult the store.
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yourself. Should you ignore this the guarantee will be null and void. 
ani rehto ro ,erusserp emertxe ,taeh emertxe ot tcudorp eht esopxe ton oD  .3

Should you ignore this again the guarantee will be null and void.
This product is not a toy, and is not to be used as such by children.

Follow the safety and assembly instructions carefully, and keep this manual in a safe pl
1. Read this manual carefully. If in doubt, consult the store.

Based on health and safety rules, you must not convert (CE), or make any changes to the solar lights
yourself. Should you ignore this the guarantee will be null and void.
Do not expose the product to extreme heat, extreme pressure, or other inappropriate use.

Follow the safety and assembly instructions carefully, and keep this manual in a safe place:
1. Read this manual carefully. If in doubt, consult the store.
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yourself. Should you ignore this the guarantee will be null and void. 
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Should you ignore this again the guarantee will be null and void.

4. This product is not a toy, and is not to be used as such by children.

Since 1987, Luxform Global BV has been one of Europe's premier designers and suplliers of outdoor 
lighting.  We strive to provide our customers with quality designs that both compliment and enhance 
their outside areas and gardens. Our solar lights create an instant t because Luxform Solar Lights 
come ready charged for immediate use. Luxform have created a range of designs to meet the needs
required by outside areas and gardens. Elegant path marker lights highlight borders and path edges. 
Decorative LED lights sparkle on pagodas, arches, trees and fences. Novelty lights add fun and surprise 
Luxform solar lights will illuminate your outdoor areas and garden with beautifully designed lights,
making it safer, and allow you to create an outdoor room in your garden so you can enjoy it in both 
summer and winter.

Luxform Global BV
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LUMEN

SECURITY LIGHT

BATTERY

2x 500

For installation instructions, see inner pages of this lea�et

Low battery
indicator inside



info@luxformglobal.com

TYPE C

LUMEN

3x

INCLUDED

Alkaline

2,5m 0,5-8m

90˚
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This model contains 3x Alkaline batteries of the type C = LR14, 14A.
This model contains 2x 500 LUMEN COB-LED.
This model is provided with a motion sensor.
In order for the product to function properly and at it’s best, place 
at the height of 2,5 mtr. The detector detects between 0,5-8 mtr.

90°.
Please recycle packaging.
Please remove in correct way.
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Technical speci cations and guiding lines per model.
Take notice of all technical speci cations for your product at all times.
Below is an explanation of the pictorial signs.

Screws and plugs are INCLUDED 

Hardware Kit (Actual hardware may di�er from illustration)

90°

When the red LED low battery indicator inside the PIR (see front page for situation) is on  
permanently, the batteries are running low (5%) and need to be replaced. Alkaline batteries  
can last up to 300 days if the security light is activated for 20 seconds at 4 times per night. 

For mounting to concrete or masonry, install the
anchors, by drilling two 3/16-in. pilot holes into
the mounting surface. Insert the anchors into
the holes and tap them into place so they are
�ush with the surface (Fig.1). Distance from screw 
centre to screw centre is 9cm. Secure the rear housing
cover to the mounting surface with wood screws (Fig.2) 

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Rear housing 

Light heads
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COB LED

The standard active �eld of view of the detector has a range of

Fig. 3

Remove the 4 screws on the battery compartment
cover (Fig.3). With your �ngertip, pull up on the
battery compartment catch and pull outward to 
remove the battery compartment cover (Fig.4) 

Fig. 4

Insert 3 alkaline  C cell batteries (included) into the battery
compartment  and orient them with the “+” and “-” 
markings on the back of the battery compartment (Fig.5). 
Re-attach the battery compartment cover by aligning the legs 
on the lower edge of the battery compartment cover onto the
�xture body and close the cover until the catch at the top 
engages. Replace the 4 screws. Do NOT mix old and new 
batteries. Cold weather may have a negative impact on 
battery life.
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Fig. 5

Move the switch to ON (Fig.6).4

Fig. 6

Fig. 7

5 Hang the light on the mounted screws in the mounting surface
and make sure that the heads of the screws are in the  cut outs
of the lights backside (Fig.7).

PIR with low batery indicator

The individual light heads can be adjusted side to
side and up/down independently to aim the light
heads in the direction desired (Fig.1). 

Fig. 1

1 

Inside the motion sensor is a low battery indicator. 
When the batteries are almost empty the ball of the 
motion sensor will light up in red (Fig.2).  The 
motion sensor  has a detection �eld of 90° at a 
distance of 8 meter.

90°

Fig. 2
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TIME SENS LUX

To control knobs for adjusting the operation of the
security light (TIME, SENS, LUX) are located on the
the back side of the light (Fig.3).  

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

The TIME control knob can be adjusted to control the 
length of time the light stays ON when triggered by 
the PIR sensor  (Fig.4). In the far left position (-), the 
duration time is approximately 10 seconds. In the far 
rightposition (+) sets the PIR range to approximately 
30 seconds.  
The SENS control knob can be adjusted to control the
range of the PIR sensor (Fig.5). The far left position 
(-) range to approximately 0,5 meters. The far right 
(+) sets the PIR range to approximately 8 meters.  

The LUX control knob can be adjusted for the 
surrounding level of darkness needed to activate the 
PIR (Fig.6). This is quite variable. The far left position
(-) sets for the minimum of darkness. The far right
position (+) sets for a maximum level of darkness
(or near full darkness). 

Fig. 1

1 Remove the light by lifting the light  from the 
mounting screws (Fig.1).

2 

Fig. 2

Remove the 4 screws on the battery 
compartment cover (Fig.2). With your 
�ngertip, pull up on the battery 
compartment catch and pull outward to 
remove the battery compartment cover 
(Fig.3) 

Fig. 3

Insert 3 new alkaline C batteries into the battery
compartment according to the “+” and  “-” 
markings near the battery drawings (Fig.4). 
Re-attach the battery compartment cover by
aligning the legs of the lower edge of the battery
compartment cover onto the �xture body and close
the cover until the catch at the top engages. Replace 
the 4 screws. Do NOT mix old and new batteries.
Cold weather may have a negative impact on battery 
life. 
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5

4 Hang the light on the mounted screws in the 
mounting surface and make sure that the heads 
of the screws are in the  cut outs of the lights 
backside (Fig.5).


